LEARN TO SKYDIVE!
DO YOU WANT TO FEEL THE FREEDOM OF SOLO SKYDIVING?

BECOME A SKYDIVING KIWI

0800 359 549
SKYDIVINGKIWIS.COM

WHAT IS AFF?

Accelerated freefall (AFF) is a universal 9 jump program used worldwide to teach
you guys and girls the exciting sport of skydiving! Each stage you will learn
something new to evolve your skydiving skill set, and get you closer to that ultimate
goal - skydiving on your own!
Upon completion of your AFF course, you will be able to jump solo, and continue on
to 25 jumps to gain your internationally recognised ‘A’ licence. This will allow you to
jump at any ‘A’ licenced dropzone in New Zealand and indeed the world.

FIRST UP - GROUND SCHOOL:
The course begins with a day on the ground, learning all you need to know to get
you up in the sky the following day including:
* How to fly and safely land a parachute.
* How to recognise & react to malfunctions.
* How to approach and move around aircraft.
Everything to know about the equipment you will be using. How it operates, it’s
design and features, the checks to do before your skydive, and most importantly
how to use it safely!
At the end of the day you will receive a written exam to complete. This helps us
to ensure, that you have all the knowledge required to undertake you first skydive.
Then it’s home time for a good rest because next up....

THE JUMPS

LEVEL 1 - 3
The aim of these first skydives is to teach you the basic skills of skydiving, focusing
primarily on a stable and relaxed body position. You will have two instructors by
your side, and you will shown how to read your altimeter, monitor your altitude, fly
stable and deploy your own parachute.
Next we focus on controlling your canopy during flight and in the landing sequence.
These first jumps your instructors will guide you through your canopy flight and
landing with the aid of a helmet radio.

LEVEL 4 - 6
With only one instructor on these levels, it’s all about mastering the ‘control of
heading’ or simply put, direction. You are going to learn how to perform 360 degree
turns, and how to fly forward in the sky.
If required you will still have the radio on your helmet to assist in the flying of the
parachute, and will continue to learn more on the characteristics of your canopy and
how it flys through the air.

LEVEL 7 - 8
Now your confidence level is rising, it’s time for a backflip! This will demonstrate to
your instructor that you are capable of recovering from an unstable body position.
You will also learn how to turn during forward movement and more!
Having shown in your previous jumps that you have a great understanding of how
the canopy flys, landing patterns and flaring to land, you will now be doing this
without the aid of your instructor on the radio.

WHAT’S NEXT

LEVEL 9
This is where everything you have learnt gets put to the test, your last jump of the
AFF course, and indeed your first SOLO skydive.
We climb in the plane to just 4000ft, open the door and you jump from this low
altitude! Exiting the plane stable and deploying your canopy within seconds is the
aim of this jump. This shows us that you have what it takes to handle yourself in
any situation at high or low altitudes.

GET YOUR ‘A’ LICENCE
To gain your New Zealand parachute organisation ‘A’ licence, you will need to
complete 6 more SOLO skydives, 5 coach jumps, a canopy course, 4 hop and pops
and one ‘A’ licence checkout jump. This jump consists of a dive exit, backflip, 360
degree turns and tracking. You will also know how to pack a parachute and land
your canopy within a certain distance from a designated target.
These skydives are generally performed from 12000ft and you use them to refine
your skills, improve your awareness levels and learn to relax in your own state of
freefall awesomeness!
Completion of the requirements gets you your very own internationally recognised
‘A’ licence.

COME AND MAKE THE SKY YOUR PLAYGROUND NOW!
CONTACT LEE TO BOOK IT IN:
LEE@SKYDIVINGKIWIS.COM | +64 22 101 1537

PRICELIST

All prices are in NZ$ and include gst. prices are subject to change at any time. refunds for packages are only available 7 days after doing your
level 1 aff skydive - you will receive the total left owing on your package (Please note if you paid by credit card there will be a 2.5% surcharge
on the refund) If you are on a time schedule please think about this refund policy carefully, there is no guarateed time frame to finish the aff
course due to circumstances out of our control such as weather. It would be advisable to choose the pay as ou go option if this applies to you.

